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ABSTRACT

Using optical long baseline interferometry, we resolved for the first time the two wide components of HD 167971, a candidate hierarchical triple system known to efficiently accelerate particles. Our multi-epoch Very Large Telescope Interferometer observations provide direct evidence for a gravitational link between the O8 supergiant and the close eclipsing O + O binary. The separation varies from 8 to 15 mas over the 3-year baseline of our observations, suggesting that the components evolve on a wide and very eccentric orbit (most probably $e > 0.5$). These results provide evidence that the wide orbit revealed by our study is not coplanar with the orbit of the inner eclipsing binary. From our measurements of the near-infrared luminosity ratio, we constrain the spectral classification of the components in the close binary to be O6–O7, and confirm that these stars are likely main-sequence objects. Our results are discussed in the context of the bright non-thermal radio emission already reported for this system, and we provide arguments in favour of a maximum radio emission coincident with periastron passage. HD 167971 turns out to be an efficient O-type particle accelerator that constitutes a valuable target for future high angular resolution radio imaging using Very Long Baseline Interferometry facilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Massive binaries made of O-type and/or Wolf–Rayet (WR) stars are known to be the scene of stellar wind collisions whose strength is intimately dependent on wind properties. Besides the hydrodynamic aspect of such a phenomenon (e.g. Pittard 2009), colliding winds offer the opportunity to study higher level physical processes such as copious thermal X-ray emission (Stevens, Blondin & Pollock 1992; Pittard & Stevens 1997; Pittard & Parkin 2010) or even particle acceleration mechanisms (Eichler & Usov 1993; Benaglia & Romero 2003; Pittard & Dougherty 2006; De Becker 2007). The latter process considers a particle (electrons and hadrons) acceleration mechanism taking place in the presence of the strong shocks of the colliding winds. Historically, the existence of a population of relativistic electrons has been revealed by the detection of non-thermal (synchrotron) radio emission coming from several massive stars. More recently, a significant non-thermal high-energy counterpart has been confirmed in the case of WR 140 in hard X-rays (Sugawara et al. 2011), and even in $\gamma$-rays for $\eta$ Car (Farnier, Walter & Leyder 2011).

So far, fewer than 40 massive stars revealed their capability to accelerate particles up to relativistic energies (De Becker 2007; Benaglia 2010). Even though it is now rather well established that most of them are confirmed binaries, uncertainties remain concerning the multiplicity status of several targets. Among these, HD 167971 deserves a particular attention. This system is known to be one of the brightest synchrotron radio emitters (Bieging, Abbott & Churchwell 1989; Blomme et al. 2007), clearly establishing its particle accelerator status. Leitherer et al. (1987) and Davidge & Forbes (1989) showed that it consists of a close O + O eclipsing binary ($P = 3.3213$ d) with a third more luminous O8I star. Considering the strong opacity of stellar winds to radio photons, the non-thermal radio emission is not expected to escape the wind–wind interaction region within the close binary (see Blomme et al. 2007 for a discussion), suggesting electrons should be accelerated in a putative interaction region involving the third star. The study of Blomme et al. also revealed a radio light curve displaying...
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long-term variations, compatible with a period of ~20 years or more. HD 167971 appears to be the brightest X-ray source in the NGC 6604 open cluster, with a rather hard thermal emission spectrum compatible with pre-shock velocities too large to be attributed to the close binary colliding winds (De Becker et al. 2005). With a period of about 3.3 d, the separation in the eclipsing binary is too short to allow stellar winds to reach their terminal velocities before collision, leading therefore to low post-shock temperatures unable to produce a significantly hard X-ray spectrum. The latter point suggests again an interaction between the winds of the close binary with that of the distant O8 supergiant, although its gravitational link with the close binary has yet to be demonstrated.

In this paper, we report on the results of long baseline interferometric observations of HD 167971 performed with the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) at the European Southern Observatory (ESO), Chile. The observations and data processing are briefly described in Section 2. The results are discussed in detail in Section 3 and we conclude in Section 4.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING

2.1 VLTI observations

HD 167971 was a target of the VLTI on 2008 May 17 and July 16, using three unit telescopes (UTs; UT1–UT3–UT4) and the Astronomical Multi-BEam combineR (AMBER) instrument (Petrov et al. 2007). Our target was also observed on 2011 March 29 with AMBER and three auxiliary telescopes (ATs) in the A0–G1–I1 configuration, translating into baselines ranging between about 50 and 120 m. The AMBER instrument was operated in the low-resolution HK mode, which provides a spectral resolution of $R \approx 35$ across the $H$ and $K$ bands. Calibrated visibility and closure phase values were computed using the latest public version of the AMBER data reduction package (AMDLIB version 3.1; Tatulli et al. 2007; Chelli, Utrera & Duvert 2009) and the YORICK interface provided by the Jean-Marie Mariotti Center. The data were processed following the same procedure as described by Sana et al. (2011). The accuracy of the absolute calibration was typically of 20 per cent for the visibilities and 5° for the closure phases.

On 2011 August 9, HD 167971 was observed with the visitor instrument Precision Integrated-Optics Near-infrared Imaging Experiment (PIONIER) (Le Bouquin et al. 2011) fed by all four ATs of VLTI in the A1–G1–I1–K0 configuration. PIONIER was operated with a low spectral resolution $R \approx 15$, that is, three spectral channels across the $H$ band. Calibrated visibility and closure phase values were computed using the latest version of the PIONIER data reduction package (PNDRS version 2.3; Le Bouquin et al. 2011). The accuracy was typically of 5 per cent for the visibilities and 1° for the closure phases. Table 1 summarizes all observations obtained for the four observing runs, including the observations of calibrator stars used to estimate the instrumental visibility and closure phase.

Special care was taken to retrieve the absolute sign of the closure phases for both instruments, which were previously calibrated with observations of known binaries.

2.2 Binary modelling

The angular separation between the two stars in the close eclipsing binary is expected to be of the order of 0.1 mas (assuming a circular orbit with a period of 3.3 d), and is therefore seen as an unresolved point source by our interferometer. The O8I outer star is also seen as a point-like source, with an estimated angular diameter of 0.05 mas based on the work of Martins, Schaefer & Hillier (2005). We therefore a priori expected to separate two point-like objects in our observations: the close binary and the O8 supergiant. For all four epochs, large closure phases and strong visibility variations with respect to wavelength, baselines and time are observed. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the closure phases at epoch 3. This suggests indeed a binary system with a flux ratio close to unity. We therefore decided to model the system by two unresolved stars with a constant flux ratio over the $H$ and $K$ bands, a valid assumption for O + O binaries.

We used the calibrated closure phases to derive the flux ratio and astrometry of the binary system, following the procedure presented in Absil et al. (2011). In short, we constructed binary models with various flux ratios and positions within the interferometric field of view (~40 mas on the UTs and ~200 mas on the ATs at the $H$ band), and computed the reduced $\chi^2$ goodness of fit for all models to populate a $\chi^2$ cube. The global minimum, its significance and its uniqueness were then determined by inspecting the cube. For all epochs, a unique binary solution was found. The best fit

---

Table 1. Observing log for HD 167971 and its calibrators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>MJD</th>
<th>Star</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>No. of files</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2008 May 17</td>
<td>54603.258</td>
<td>HD 167971</td>
<td>SCI 11</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2008 May 17</td>
<td>54603.275</td>
<td>HD 179688</td>
<td>CAL 9</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2008 May 17</td>
<td>54603.339</td>
<td>HD 167971</td>
<td>SCI 9</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2008 May 17</td>
<td>54603.356</td>
<td>HD 179688</td>
<td>CAL 9</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2008 July 16</td>
<td>54663.153</td>
<td>HD 167971</td>
<td>SCI 8</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2008 July 16</td>
<td>54663.170</td>
<td>HD 179688</td>
<td>CAL 6</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2008 July 17</td>
<td>54664.105</td>
<td>HD 154088</td>
<td>CAL 5</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2008 July 17</td>
<td>54664.120</td>
<td>HD 167971</td>
<td>SCI 5</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2008 July 17</td>
<td>54664.161</td>
<td>HD 179688</td>
<td>CAL 8</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>U1–U3–U4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2011 March 29</td>
<td>55549.389</td>
<td>HD 167971</td>
<td>SCI 5</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>A0–G1–I1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2011 March 29</td>
<td>55549.401</td>
<td>HD 166521</td>
<td>SCI 5</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>A0–G1–I1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2011 March 29</td>
<td>55549.417</td>
<td>HD 167971</td>
<td>SCI 5</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>A0–G1–I1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2011 March 29</td>
<td>55549.417</td>
<td>HD 167971</td>
<td>SCI 5</td>
<td>AMBER</td>
<td>A0–G1–I1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2011 August 9</td>
<td>55782.141</td>
<td>HD 166521</td>
<td>CAL 5</td>
<td>PIONIER</td>
<td>A1–G1–I1–K0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2011 August 9</td>
<td>55782.151</td>
<td>HD 167971</td>
<td>SCI 5</td>
<td>PIONIER</td>
<td>A1–G1–I1–K0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2011 August 9</td>
<td>55782.161</td>
<td>HD 166191</td>
<td>CAL 5</td>
<td>PIONIER</td>
<td>A1–G1–I1–K0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 First evidence for a wide orbit

The main result of our investigation is the separation of HD 167971 into two components, respectively, referred to as A and B. The brightest one, component A, should a priori be associated with the O8 supergiant (see Section 3.2 for a detailed discussion). The best-fitting relative positions of the two resolved components in HD 167971 are given in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 3. The second important result is the clear demonstration that the relative positions of components A and B changed significantly from one epoch to the other. In particular, it is noticeable that we detect a weak (but significant) change between observations 1 and 2, separated by only about two months. These facts provide for the first time compelling evidence that the third star is gravitationally bound to the close binary, definitely confirming the triple status of HD 167971. Considering the lower limit on the orbital period suggested by radio light curves \((P \sim 20 \text{ yr}; \text{Blomme et al. 2007})\), this strongly suggests a very large eccentricity for the orbit with a periastron passage rather close to the epochs 1 and 2.

The relation between periastron \((d_p)\) and apastron \((d_a)\) stellar separations, and eccentricity \((e)\), is the following:

\[
\frac{d_p}{d_a} = \frac{1 - e}{1 + e}.
\]

On the basis of the values of the relative separation at epochs 1 and 4, i.e. two extreme separations in our sampling, we derive an upper limit for the periastron over apastron separation ratio of about 0.6, translating into a lower limit on the eccentricity of about 0.25. It should be emphasized that this value is very conservative as the separation at epochs 3 and 4 strongly underestimates the expected separation at apastron. The configurations at four epochs illustrated in Fig. 3 suggest an actual separation at apastron at least twice as large as at epoch 4, converting into an eccentricity of at least 0.5. Even though our analysis led to valuable constraints on the

Table 2. Relative position of component B with respect to component A, and near-infrared luminosity ratios for the three observations (average over \(H\) and \(K\) bands for AMBER, and over the \(H\) band for PIONIER). The angular separation (\(S\)) and the position angle (\(\theta\)) are also given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>(\delta\text{RA}) (mas)</th>
<th>(\delta\text{Dec.}) (mas)</th>
<th>(S) (mas)</th>
<th>(\theta) ((^{\circ}))</th>
<th>(L_{B,\text{HK}}/L_{A,\text{HK}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2008 May 17</td>
<td>8.28 ± 0.27</td>
<td>-2.53 ± 0.09</td>
<td>8.66 ± 0.28</td>
<td>107.0 ± 1.1</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2008 July 16–17</td>
<td>8.78 ± 0.28</td>
<td>-1.03 ± 0.05</td>
<td>8.84 ± 0.28</td>
<td>96.7 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2011 March 29</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.03</td>
<td>15.03 ± 0.48</td>
<td>15.03 ± 0.48</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2011 August 9</td>
<td>-1.53 ± 0.03</td>
<td>15.03 ± 0.30</td>
<td>15.11 ± 0.30</td>
<td>354.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
properties of the wide orbit in HD 167971, we note that the undetermined inclination, the incomplete orbital coverage and the lack of information from spectroscopic monitoring (especially close to periastron passage) inhibit our capability to derive the orbital parameters of the system. For this reason, we will refrain from speculating further on the orbital parameters of the wide orbit and will come back to this issue as soon as the adequate observational information (interferometric and spectroscopic) will be made available.

It is also interesting to note that our astrometric results for the wide orbit suggest a not so high inclination (defined as the angle between the line of sight and the normal to the orbital plane), although the eclipse measured for the close binary leads to an inclination angle for the short orbit of at least about 70° (Davidge & Forbes 1988). These results provide evidence for a significant inclination between the short and wide orbits in HD 167971, i.e. the orbits are not coplanar. This fact is important for the issue of star formation scenarios depending on initial cluster conditions (see e.g. Sterzik & Tokovinin 2002).

3.2 The components in HD 167971

Our interferometric measurements alone could not lift the ambiguity in the association of components A and B to the close binary and to the distant supergiant. However, Leitherer et al. (1987) reported that the O supergiant is the most luminous and dominates the optical and ultraviolet (UV) spectra. Even though our measurements were performed in the near-infrared domain, the rather similar effective temperatures of the three stars in the system strongly suggest that the luminosity ratio should go in the same direction in the infrared as in optical and UV domains. We will therefore consider that the supergiant is component A and that the close binary is component B.

The luminosity ratio derived at every epoch can be discussed in order to derive additional constraints on the spectral classification of the stars in HD 167971. Even though it is quite well established that the third star should be an O8 supergiant, the spectral types of the components in the close binary are not fully determined. On the basis of the fundamental parameter values given by Martins et al. (2005), we derived rough estimates of the expected luminosity ratios assuming various spectral type combinations, and assuming the two components in the close binary to have the same spectral classification. According to the study of Leitherer et al. (1987), the members of the close binary should be main-sequence stars, with spectral types ranging between O5 and O8. The expected bolometric luminosities and luminosity ratios, assuming an O8I third star (with $L_{bol} = 4 \times 10^5 L_\odot$; Martins et al. 2005), are quoted in Table 3. The values given in Table 2 for the measured luminosity ratio seem to significantly change from one epoch to the other. It should be emphasized that the eclipsing nature of the close binary (component B) may be responsible for a significant change of its brightness as a function of time, mostly considering the depth and duration of the eclipses reported for instance by Davidge & Forbes (1988). However, the propagation of the uncertainties on the epoch of the eclipsing binary over more than 2000 cycles (between the photometric and interferometric observations) prevents us from determining the orbital phase of the close binary at the epoch of our interferometric observations. In addition, a slight difference may also appear between the three AMBER observations and the PIONIER measurement, as these instruments operate in different wavebands (HK and $H$, respectively). Assuming that luminosity ratios should be similar for both bolometric and $K$-band luminosities, our $L_{bol}/L_A$ ratio is 0.8 measurements suggest spectral types for the stars in the close binary between O6 and O7 (typically O6.5 with an uncertainty of half a spectral type) for main-sequence stars, as illustrated in Fig. 4. 2For a giant luminosity class, the close binary components should not be earlier than O8, assuming that the third star is at least as luminous as the close binary. On the basis of these estimates we favour the main-sequence luminosity classes as suggested by Leitherer et al. (1987), and we consider that the giant or even supergiant luminosity classes as claimed by Davidge & Forbes (1988) are unlikely. This result is also in agreement with the idea that the typical radius of evolved stars may be too large to fit within the small orbit of the eclipsing binary. Considering typical radii and masses for O6.5 stars given by Martins et al. (2005), and applying Kepler’s law for a 3.3-d circular orbit, we estimate that supergiants would be too large and that about 80 per cent of the stellar separation would be occupied by the stars if they were giants. If main-sequence stars are assumed, we estimate that only about 50 per cent of the stellar separation is filled by the stars.

Assuming an (O6.5V + O6.5V) + O8I spectral classification for the stars in HD 167971, we estimate the total visual absolute magnitude $M_V = 6.73$ (for typical visual magnitudes as given by Martins et al. 2005). For a $V$ apparent magnitude of about 7.35 as reported by Leitherer et al. (1987) between the eclipses, and a colour excess $E(B-V)$ of 0.9, we derive a distance modulus of 11.29, translating into a distance of about 1.8 kpc. Considering the uncertainties, such a distance is in agreement with the distance of 1.7 kpc reported by Reipurth (2008) for the NGC 6604 open cluster, lending further support to the adopted spectral classification.

We note that the additional information given here on the spectral classification of the components in HD 167971, with respect to previously published results, should be considered with caution:

2The uncertainty of 0.2 dex taken into account in this figure could seem overestimated considering the error bars given in Table 2 for the luminosity ratios, but we selected a comfortable confidence range in order to be sure to include the a priori unknown uncertainty on the theoretical luminosity ratio values, and therefore get rid of any overinterpretation of the results.
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for the non-thermal radio emission is more efficient when the stellar separation is shorter (typically, close to periastron passage). Synchrotron emission is indeed dependent on the local magnetic field strength \(B\), where relativistic electrons are accelerated: \(L_{\text{synch}} \propto B^2\). Considering the magnetic field strength dependence on the distance to the stars described for instance by Usov & Melrose (1992), \(B\) is expected to decrease significantly as the stellar separation increases, leading to a maximum synchrotron emission at periastron. In addition, one should keep in mind that the kinetic power injected in the wind–wind interaction region, and consequently the power available for particle acceleration, is expected to decrease as the separation increases (see discussion in Section 3.4). Secondly, radio emission from the colliding-winds region is also expected to vary significantly because of the phase-dependent free–free absorption due to the stellar winds material along the line of sight. In very eccentric orbits, the absorption is expected to be stronger close to periastron, when the synchrotron emission region is more likely to be located within the \(\tau \sim 1\) radiosphere. The combination of these two effects is especially striking in the case of the long-period WR + O-type binary WR 140 (White & Becker 1995), where the radio maximum occurs slightly before periastron, just before the strong increase of the free–free absorption.³ In the case of HD 167971, however, the impact of free–free absorption is a priori expected to be less spectacular: (i) the winds of the O-type stars in our target are not so efficient at absorbing radio photons as the WR wind in WR 140; (ii) HD 167971 is not so asymmetric as WR 140 and the stagnation point in the wide orbit is more likely to be located close to mid-separation. As a result, we consider that the variability of the radio light curve in HD 167971 should be dominated by the variation in the synchrotron emission, with a maximum rather close to periastron passage.

Finally, considering the rather wide orbit of the system whose wind–wind interaction is responsible for the non-thermal radio emission, along with the large brightness of the synchrotron source in the system, we claim that HD 167971 would deserve high angular resolution radio imaging observations using Very Long Baseline Interferometry facilities such as the Very Long Baseline Array, as already done in the case of a few systems such as WR 140 (Dougherty et al. 2005), WR 146 (O’Connor et al. 2005), WR 147 (Williams et al. 1997), HD 93129A (Benaglia et al. 2010) and Cyg OB2 #5 (Ortiz-León et al. 2011). This would allow us to spatially disentangle the thermal and non-thermal contributions in HD 167971, and therefore more accurately quantify the synchrotron luminosity without contamination by the free–free (thermal) emission arising in individual stellar winds.

³ We note that the situation may be somewhat more complex notably due to the Razin–Tsytovich effect, as illustrated in the case of the massive binary Cyg OB2 #8A (Blomme et al. 2010), but the simple orbital phase dependence discussed here is correct to first order.
3.4 Energy budget in HD 167971

The results detailed in previous sections allow us to give a few words on energetic considerations related to the physics of massive binaries, and in particular to particle acceleration and non-thermal processes in general. The available energy for physical processes related to the wind–wind interaction comes from the kinetic power of the colliding stellar winds. For a stellar wind with mass-loss rate \( M \) and terminal velocity \( V_{\infty} \), the kinetic power is \( P_{\text{kin}} = 0.5 M V_{\infty}^2 \). For a long-period orbit as the one revealed by our interferometric measurements, the stellar winds are expected to have reached their terminal velocity before colliding. Considering the spectral types and luminosity classes discussed in Section 3.2, and assuming terminal velocities of \( 3000 \, \text{km} \, \text{s}^{-1} \), we used the predicted mass-loss rates given by Muñoz et al. (2012) based on stellar parameters from Martins et al. (2005) to compute kinetic powers of about \( 1.9 \times 10^{36} \) and \( 0.7 \times 10^{36} \, \text{erg} \, \text{s}^{-1} \), respectively, for components A and B. In order to evaluate the energy injected in the colliding-wind region, one has to consider the fractional solid angle of the wind–wind interaction region as seen from each star surface. Typically, one could consider that it amounts up to a few per cent. If a fraction of about 5 per cent is assumed, the total energy per unit time injected in the wind–wind interaction by both stars is about \( 10^{35} \, \text{erg} \, \text{s}^{-1} \).

The efficiency of the conversion of collisional energy to particle acceleration is expected to be of the order of 1 per cent, shared between electrons and hadrons (mostly protons), i.e. about \( 10^{33} \, \text{erg} \, \text{s}^{-1} \). The assumed value for the electron-to-hadron acceleration efficiency is still uncertain for colliding-wind binaries. Considering that this quantity is similar for environments accelerating cosmic rays in general, it should be of the order of 1 per cent (Longair 1992; Pittard & Dougherty 2006). However, we should not reject the possibility that this efficiency ratio may be somewhat different, and possibly larger (1–10 per cent). Consequently, at the level of approximation of this discussion, we will consider that \( 10^{31} - 10^{32} \, \text{erg} \, \text{s}^{-1} \) is potentially available for non-thermal emission processes involving relativistic electrons (i.e. so-called leptonic processes).

In massive star environments, the most efficient non-thermal leptonic process is expected to be inverse Compton (IC) scattering (i.e. energy transfer from relativistic electrons to UV and visible photons that are upscattered in the high-energy domain). Considering the ratio between magnetic and radiation energy densities close to massive stars, IC scattering will be the dominant energy loss process for relativistic electrons (Pittard & Dougherty 2006; De Becker 2007). Typically, one could expect that at most 1 per cent of the energy transferred to relativistic electrons is converted into synchrotron radiation in the radio domain. As a result, the synchrotron radio luminosity should be of the order of \( 10^{29} - 10^{30} \, \text{erg} \, \text{s}^{-1} \).

This number is worth comparing to observational quantities as reported in this study by Blomme et al. (2007). To do so, we need radio flux density measurements at the same epoch in order to derive a spectral index. We selected in the data published by Blomme et al. measurements obtained in 1985 February, with measurements, respectively, of \( 7.4 \pm 0.4 \, \text{mJy} \) at 2 cm and \( 14.7 \pm 0.3 \, \text{mJy} \) at 6 cm. From these quantities, we determine a spectral index \( \alpha \approx -0.6 \), which is a comfortable non-thermal value.\(^5\) We can therefore consider that the radio emission at the selected date is clearly dominated by synchrotron radiation, and that thermal contributions from the individual stellar winds contribute only a small fraction of the measured flux density at a given wavelength. Using equation (26) in De Becker (2007) and assuming a distance of 1.7 kpc for the NGC 6604 open cluster harbouring HD 167971 (Reipurth 2008), we converted the flux density into an integrated radio luminosity of about \( 10^{26} \, \text{erg} \, \text{s}^{-1} \). The latter value is close to the maximum expected on the basis of the above discussion. This suggests that the electron-to-hadron particle acceleration efficiency is rather high in HD 167971, or that the energy injection in the particle acceleration mechanism is especially efficient. These considerations lend further support to the idea that HD 167971 is an especially valuable target for the investigations of non-thermal processes in O-type multiple systems.

These estimates suggest finally that the remaining energy injected in the relativistic electron population (i.e. about \( 10^{31} - 10^{32} \, \text{erg} \, \text{s}^{-1} \)) should be available for IC scattering, likely responsible for a weak hard X-ray emission (and potentially soft \( \gamma \)-rays). Considering the sensitivity of current high-energy facilities, the detection of such an IC scattering emission is unlikely, and next-generation hard X-ray facilities such as ASTRO-H (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency mission to be launched in 2014; Miyata, Tamura & Kunieda 2011) are required to detect and quantify this emission process, and therefore derive valuable constraints on the non-thermal and electron-to-hadron efficiency.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis provided for the first time evidence that HD 167971 is a gravitationally bound hierarchical triple system, with a very eccentric wide outer orbit. Using long baseline interferometry (with AMBER and PIONIER instruments at the VLTI), we resolved the system into two components: (i) the close eclipsing O-type binary and (ii) the additional O-type supergiant. The small fraction of the orbit covered by our observations suggests that the orbit between the two resolved components is wide, in agreement with the previously published lower limit on the orbital period of about 20 years, on the basis of the radio light curve. Our results suggest an eccentricity of at least 0.25 (and most probably \( e \approx 0.5 \)), even though additional interferometric observations are required to ascertain its value.

Our measurements of the luminosity ratio allowed us to derive some constraints on the spectral classification of the members of the triple system. Considering that the brightest component is the O8I star identified by previous studies, our results favour an O6–O7 main-sequence classification for the two stars in the close binary (assuming these two stars are very similar, in agreement with previously published photometric results).

On the basis of these results, we can comfortably argue that the strong non-thermal radio emission associated with HD 167971 should come from the wind–wind interaction region between the close binary and the additional supergiant. The rather wide orbit allows the bulk of the synchrotron radio emission to escape the stellar winds without undergoing strong free–free absorption. The...
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large (though undetermined) eccentricity of the orbit provides a straightforward explanation for the strong variability of the non-thermal radio emission in HD 167971. Assuming an orbital period of about 20 years, as suggested by previously published radio light curves, our results provide hints for the maximum radio emission occurring close to periastron passage. A more complete interferometric monitoring of HD 167971 is however needed to establish that coincidence with more accuracy. We emphasize that our results lend additional support to the so-called ‘standard scenario’ for non-thermal processes in massive star environments that considers efficient particle acceleration in the colliding-winds region. Finally, we note that the wide orbit and the brightness of the synchrotron source in HD 167971 designate it as a potential good target for future high-resolution radio imaging observations of colliding-wind massive binaries.
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